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Humans are characterized by a never ending search for meaning and deep understanding of life. We often 

ask ourselves: “What do I really want to do with my life? How can I live my life in order to be fulfilled?” We 

have dreams and make plans in order to reach them, but sometimes, when we accomplish them , we may 

think “Is that all? What’s next? I thought that this is everything that I wanted”. And the cycle begins again.  

The human is a very complex being, who has layers and layers of consciousness, of depth, that are inviting 

us to discover them, so we can get closer to our true meaning and mission in life. This process can be 

frustrating at times and we may feel lost and finally settle down with only a piece of the full story that we 

can manifest. 

The Ecocentric developmental Wheel created by Bill Plotkin in his book Nature and the Human Soul, is 

offering a great vision, on how our life journey may look like if we live it following our soul, our intuition, 

inner voice and natural gifts that we are born with. The Wheel can be seen as a compass guiding our own 

lives in order to become more authentic, to explore and understand more our depths, to find our place in 

the world and to offer our gifts through original delivery systems. Experiencing all these things should be a 

strong argument for anyone to explore and use the Ecocentric developmental Wheel. 

The Wheel is a model, a possible map and a life perspective, and in order to use it, practical tools and 

concepts are required, to accomplish the developmental tasks contained within the Wheel. 

We consider Positive Psychology as a great field that can be integrated and used successfully in the 

Ecocentric approach. Positive Psychology is a growing field, which is generating amazing results for the 

benefit of people. The field is there to support people in leading meaningful and fulfilling lives, to help 

them reach their potential, and to enhance their experiences. The theories, tools and methods used and 

promoted by Positive psychology address directly the developmental tasks from the Wheel. Working with 

emotions, developing mindfulness, stimulating positive thinking are only a few areas where the Ecocentric 

Wheel and Positive Psychology meet. Thus, we have all the premises to combine the two: Ecocentric 

development and Positive Psychology.  

Having this perspective, we believe that this manual is a great asset for anyone who would like to grow in a 

sustainable and authentic way and to experience remarkable improvements at physical, mental, emotional 

and spiritual level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



We believe that this methodology has great transformative powers. In order to benefit at maximum from 

it, we invite you to follow a certain approach, which can lead you to personal insights and development. Of 

course this is just an invitation. You can find your own way through it.  

So, let’s begin: 

1. Read the content part of Ecocentric development and Positive Psychology from the manual “On the 
Wings of the Ladybug  - Inspiring Youth work through Ecocentric Development and Positive 
Psychology” - https://learningforchange.net/knowledge-base/  
It is very important to familiarize yourself with the concepts and theory. In this way you can understand 
this developmental approach and see how ECD and PP can help you in your life journey. It is 
recommended also to read more articles and books, watch videos and browse web pages related to the 
topic (you can find the list in the Appendix section of the manual On the Wings of the Ladybug  - Error! 
Reference source not found.) 

2. Connect the theory (concepts, tools etc.) with your life and reflect on your current situation 
It is important to link the theory with your life and see how it is connected to reality. You can do this by 
following two steps: 
a. Reflection questions: Go to the Appendix section and check the Reflection questions. There are 

questions connected with the ecocentric stages and Self discovery process. Spend some time with 
them and write your answers in a journal. You can gain very interesting insights about yourself and 
your life.   

b. Identify in which developmental stage you are: It is important to know where you are in your life, 
from the perspective of Ecocentric development. The Appendix section Determining ones ECD stage 
offers a few signs which will help you understand where you are in your life from the ECD 
perspective.  

3. Make a developmental plan 
a. Decide on which developmental tasks/sub-tasks you want to focus: Choose from the list of 

developmental tasks in section Error! Reference source not found., those that you have addressed 
the least or those that you feel a calling to work on.  

b. Prioritize them and choose 2-3 sub-tasks that you want to address: Select from all the sub-tasks 
that you have chosen, those that are the most relevant and important for you, at this moment of your 
life. 

c. Choose the practices that can help you address those sub-tasks: Choose from the Table of 
practices from the Practices section, those practices that can be best used for addressing your sub-
tasks. You can also find other practices that are not included in this manual. 

d. Make an action plan: Make an action plan by answering to these questions: 
i. What do you want to do? – The practices. 

ii. Why do you want to do it? – Why do you want to address these sub-tasks? 
iii. When do you want to do it? – Set a realistic time. Don’t rush, don’t delay. 
iv. What do you need for executing this action/practice? – Resources, place, people etc.  
v. Who can help you with this? – Support persons, mentor, guide etc. 

4. Implement the actions, make the practices: It’s time “to put the practices to practice”. 
5. Reflect and evaluate yourself: You can answer to the following questions: What did you do? How was it 

to do it? How did you feel? What did you gain? What can you change/improve? 
In this moment you can also go again to step 2. 

6. Go back to the theory and read it again: You can always go back to the theory and study it with the 
new perspectives that you have after implementing the action plan. By reading it again you may get new 
insights and deepen your learning and development.  

7. Celebrate and BE HAPPY for what you are doing: It is very important to celebrate the gains that you 
have; your own growth and be grateful for the life that you have.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://learningforchange.net/knowledge-base/


As a method supporting your personal development you can also use: 
1. Online course - Self-discovery – individual reflection and practical process - 

https://learningforchange.net/course/self-discovery-individual-reflection-practical-process/ ; 

2. Online course - Self-discovery – individual reflection and practical process – 2 - 

https://learningforchange.net/course/self-discovery-individual-reflection-practical-process-2/ ; 

3. Download The Pocket book “Self-discovery – individual reflection and practical process” - 

https://learningforchange.net/knowledge-base/self-discovery-pocket-book/  

 

 

Ecocentric development and Positive psychology are two realms of human development that offer 

tremendous possibilities and can be used in various educational contexts with different target groups 

(children, youth and adults). In this section we are going to explore several aspects that could help those 

interested in using ECD and PP towards the development of young people. 

Guidelines for using the Ecocentric developmental Wheel 
 Ecocentric development is based on the natural way of being, of living, thus for many people it can be 

easy to understand and connect with. It is our natural way of living our lives. 

 It is important to work with the ecocentric map and tasks on our own, to understand them, and then to 

apply the map and its principles on other people. 

 Knowing the ECD stage you are in is important, as well as knowing in which stages your beneficiaries 

are. In the Appendix there is a tool for identifying the stage you are in. 

 You can present the ECD map to your target groups and the list of tasks and sub-tasks from each stage. 

Then you can ask them to evaluate their level of development in each sub-task. 

 Most of the people we work with in educational contexts are in stage 3 of development, with many 

deficiencies from the previous stages.  

 First of all, it is important to make the transition from an ego-centric stage 3, to an eco-centric stage 3. 

In order to produce this shift is important to address the tasks and sub-tasks that are connected with 

nature. 

 Work with your target groups mainly on the tasks and sub-tasks that you are familiar with and you feel 

comfortable in addressing them. 

 Bring people as much as possible close to the nature. Instead of making the activities in the classroom 

or training room, make them outdoors, on a terrace, in a garden, in the park, in the forest. 

 

Guidelines for using Positive psychology 
 Speak about your emotions in the working contexts and encourage your target groups to do the same, 

by asking them how they feel and creating spaces for expressing emotions. Be a positive example that 

your beneficiaries can mirror and copy.  

 Include in your work activities that generate positive emotions in your participants, then speak about 

the emotions. A list of actions that generate positive emotions can be found in the sub-chapter Positive 

Emotions.  

 Talk to your participants about the things that make them be in the flow and then include in your 

programs and projects activities that will make them experience this flow. Then speak about this. 

 Develop activities in which the participants can feel connected to a higher purpose. (Activities that 

serve a community, various social causes and justice, volunteering, political activism, environment 

protection etc.) 

https://learningforchange.net/course/self-discovery-individual-reflection-practical-process/
https://learningforchange.net/course/self-discovery-individual-reflection-practical-process-2/
https://learningforchange.net/knowledge-base/self-discovery-pocket-book/


 Develop educational activities that contribute to the PERMA Model (generate Positive emotions, create 

Engagement, develop Relationships, offer Meaning, lead to Achievements). 

 Include mindfulness practices in your work: meditation, centering practices, mindful walks, yoga, tai chi, 

qigong, artistic expression etc. 

 Use your body language to transmit positive energy to the people you work with. Have an open look, 

make eye contact, have an open chest, smile (make sure is authentic), express gratitude towards your 

beneficiaries, offer hugs. 

 

Some principles and messages that you can transmit to your target groups 
It is important to cultivate a healthy mindset and consciousness in our beneficiaries, which is based on 

ecocentric and positive psychology principles. Some of the messages we can transmit to them are the 

following: 

 The change we need to do at global level is urgent, because of the accelerated environment 

destruction. 

 Any action that we do has effects and consequences (positive or negative). 

 Nature is an amazing teacher, connect with it and thus you will connect with yourself. 

 Discover and develop your inner nature. 

 Have quality family time. 

 Live in communities. Make your own community (It helps in conscious personal development). 

 Make positive affirmations – they help you develop more consciously. 

 Art is a great tool for expression.  

 Find yourself, find your way – Be authentic. 

 Mindfulness is a way to happiness. 

 Connect with your inner child. 

 Trust the Mystery and trust the process. 

 Life is simple. Simplicity is complex. 

 Fall in love with the ecocentric stage you are in. 

 We are all one, all connected. 

 

Practices, rituals and processes that you can use in your work 
The following activities are simple actions that you can include in your already existing work, without big 

efforts. You only have to allocate a space for few minutes for making one or a few practices. 

 Rituals in the beginning of the day: 

o Meditation 

o Planning the day 

o Journaling 

o Setting intentions for the day 

 A connection circle, where you can share emotions, things you are grateful for etc. 

 Sharing positive emotions in pairs or small groups 

 Read soul poetry 

 Nature storytelling 

 Mindful meditation indoor or outdoor 

 Mindful walks in natural area 

 Write a letter to yourself 

 Create a toy 

 Create a list with the things that make you happy and compare it with your daily activities. Make the 

necessary changes to do during the day more of the things that make you happy 

 Sing, play music, drumming 

 Dance for a few minutes 

 



Activities that you can do to promote ECD and PP among your target groups 
These are just a few activities that you can develop and include in your work. Some of these activities can 

be done in several hours, while others can take several days. Be creative and develop your own ideas. 

 Workshops about living in harmony with nature 

 Clean up activities of natural and urban places 

 Organizing support groups for communities 

 Creative recycling 

 Vegetarian and vegan cooking workshops 

 Sensory labyrinth (connected with the 8 stages of development) 

 Ecstatic dance 

 Five rhythms and Dancing in the dark 

 Musical gatherings (drum circles, play music together etc.) 

 Men/Women circles 

 Family weekends 

 Ecocentric hiking 

 Land-art workshops 

 Nature mandala 

 Dream work circles 

 Celebrating new seasons rituals 

 The Way of Council 

 Talking circles 

 Gardening 

 Reading clubs 

 Movie nights 

 Self-discovery workshops 

 Summer camps for youth (learning sustenance skills in nature) 

 Multiple intelligences workshop – a space for self-exploration 

 3-7 days trainings or camps 

 3-4 months long programmes 

 

Logistical aspects that are important for promoting ECD and PP among your 

target groups (location, materials, food, people etc.) 
These are few aspects that you can manage in order to stimulate Ecocentric development and Positive 

education. You don’t have to go to a National Park for becoming more ecocentric and positive, but you can 

do simple actions that can add more value to your work and make your target group develop in  a much 

healthier way.  

 Location 

Be as much as you can outdoor and close to nature, even if it’s only a small green area. You can make 

your activities: 

o In the park 

o By the sea 

o In the city 

o In the forest 

o By the lakes 

o In interior gardens 

o In individual homes 

o On rooftops 

o On a terrace 

 

 



 Food 

Develop a healthy life style, cultivate conscious eating habits and awareness about the food related 

issues. For your activities: 

o Choose fresh and organic food. Local if possible. 

o Choose home-made food, prepared on our own. 

o Prepare food with your participants. 

o Have community style meals where people bring their own food and exchange it. 

o Try vegan and vegetarian food for a while, during some events (to reduce the consumption of 

natural resources for producing meat). 

 

 Materials 

o Use for your activities materials that are natural, recycled, eco-friendly. 

o Always Reduce-Reuse-Recycle. 

o Share materials with others, rent, borrow, instead of buying new things. 

 

 People 

Uniting forces with other people can produce more positive changes and transformations in your target 

groups. When planning your activities think of how you can cooperate with others. You can: 

o Cooperate with people that do similar activities like you. 

o Cooperate with community representatives, political leaders. 

o Invite to your activities psychologists, therapists, musicians, yoga practitioners, biologists, 

ecologists, wilderness guides, shamans, writers etc. 

 

 

These are just guideline and some advice that can help you facilitate Ecocentric development and 

Positive psychology activities in your own context, with your own target groups. Be creative and 

courageous in implementing them! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Action is the key element for producing learning and transformation, at personal and social level. Reading 

theory and enlightening one’s mind could be a beautiful afternoon activity, but the intention behind this 

manual is to produce positive learning and transformation. One important step in producing change is 

having knowledge and understanding on things, and then using this knowledge in different contexts to 

improve what needs to be improved. The first part of this manual sets the foundations for a new 

educational approach, that can be more sustainable, holistic and in deeper connection with the natural 

flow of life, the Earth and the planetary changes. Ecocentric development and Positive Psychology, go hand 

in hand in this process. Ecocentric development is offering a possible frame, a general idea of human 

development, through the model of 8 stages of development, while positive psychology is filling the frame 

with practical, easy to use and enriching human development concepts and tools. 

The following section, Practices, is absolutely required for meeting the intention of this manual. Through 

this manual we target change makers from the fields of Youth work and education. The first part of the 

manual is offering new perspectives and reasons why to follow the Ecocentric development and positive 

psychology concepts, while this part contains the tools and methods for how to do it.  

The practices presented in this manual intend to be used for addressing various developmental tasks from 

the Ecocentric developmental Wheel. All the practices are also following the concepts and principles of 

positive psychology; thus, accomplishing these practices will lead to the development of a positive mindset 

and attitudes towards life, which is fundamental for the lifelong development of anyone. The collection of 

practices has a holistic approach, because they address the development of all the human dimensions: 

psychical, mental, emotional, spiritual. 

They also follow the principles of experiential learning and non-formal education and can be easily used 

and adapted by the youth workers and educators interested in this approach. The practices can be used 

singularly, one practice in one context, or in a sequence of practices, combined in a more complex program.  

The practices are grouped in several clusters, based on the context where they can be used. 

We encourage the reader to see these practices as a model, which can be changed and adapted to the 

personal interest and background of the user and to the needs of the target groups. 

 

Complete description of all practices you can find in the manual “On the Wings of the Ladybug  - Inspiring 

Youth work through Ecocentric Development and Positive Psychology” - 

https://learningforchange.net/knowledge-base/ 
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In the table below you will find a list of all Practices for development. The table is database with references 

which Developmental stage and PP elements each practice address: 
 Stages of ECD Positive psychology elements 
Stages/elements addressed 1 2 3 4 Mindf

ulnes
s 

Joy Gratit
ude 

Seren
ity 

Inter
est 

Inspir
ation 

Awe 
 

Love 
 

Trust 
 

Pride 

PRACTICES 

Interpersonal methods 
Volunteering  x x  x x x  x x  x  x 
Positive affirmations to others   x  x x x   x  x x  
Storytelling x x x x x x   x x    x 
Mirroring people x x x x x  x  x   x x  

Primitive skills 
Collecting medicinal herbs  x x  x   x x  x  x x 
Building shelters, forts  x x  x x   x     x 
Fire making  x x  x   x x  x   x 
Bread making   x x  x x x x x x    x 

Nature based methods 
Nature Observation x x x x x  x x  x x    
Star gazing x x  x x x x x x  x    
Tracking x x   x    x     x 
Wandering in nature x x  x x   x x x x    
Solo time in nature    x x x  x x x x x   x 
Gardening x x   x x x x x    x x 
Watching Sunrise x x   x x x x x x x x  x 
Grounding/ Earthing  x  x x   x  x     

Physical methods 
Yoga  x   x   x       
Fasting    x x   x      x 
Five Tibetan Rites  x x  x   x      x 
Extreme outdoor sports   x  x x   x  x   x 
Slacklining   x  x x   x     x 

Art methods 
Listening to music and singing  x x  x x    x     
Drum circle x x x  x x x x x x x  x x 
Improvisation theatre  x  x  x x   x x   x  
Creative arts x x   x x   x x    x 
Land art x x x  x x  x x x x x  x 
Rock balancing x x   x   x x x x  x x 
Soul poetry   x x x    x x x   x 
Origami x x   x x  x x x    x 

Symbolic practices 
Ceremonies and rites of passage   x x x  x   x   x  
Synchronicities, signs and omens   x x x  x  x x x  x  
Symbolic art work x x x x x  x x x x x  x x 
Sacred geometry  x  x x   x x     x 
Totem building  x  x x   x x x x   x 
Praying  x  x x  x x x x  x x  
Vision Quest   x x x  x x     x  

 

 



 Stages of ECD Positive psychology elements 
Stages/elements addressed 1 2 3 4 Mindf

ulnes
s 

Joy Gratit
ude 

Seren
ity 

Inter
est 

Inspir
ation 

Awe 
 

Love 
 

Trust 
 

Pride 

PRACTICES 

Intrapersonal practices 
Journaling   x x x x  x x      
Learn a new language x x x  x x   x x    x 
Do something new x x x  x x   x     x 
Positive affirmations to yourself   x x x x x x    x x  
Go to a children’s museum x  x  x x   x      

Contemplative practices 
Centering x  x x x   x     x  
Meditation x  x x x   x     x  
Silence x  x x x   x     x  
Labyrinth walking x  x x x    x      

 

 

 

The identifying signs of your stage (more or less from the most definitive to the least) are: 

• Your current psychospiritual center of gravity (see p. 64 of Nature and the human soul, and then the 

introductory sections of the chapters on the stages you are wondering about) 

• The primary developmental tasks you find yourself working on (see p. 69) 

• The developmental archetypes with which you and your behavior most fully resonate (see p. 67) 

• The primary psychosocial gift to community that you manifest without trying (simply through your 

presence) (see p. 68) 

• Your circle of identity (see p. 70) 

 

Please remember these things: 

1. If you get different answers using the above identifying signs, then the first (center of gravity) is most 

definitive,  

2. Not only is it possible to be working on the tasks of earlier stages (as well as your own), but everybody has 

unfinished work in all previous stages, and consequently everyone can always be working on those earlier 

tasks as well as those of their present stage. 

 

Page references are from Bill Plotkin, “Nature and the human soul” - 

http://www.natureandthehumansoul.com/newbook/  
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In this section you will find questions that can help in the process for self-discovery and 

personal/professional transformation. They can be supportive in creating personal developmental plans, 

self-assessment and self-exploration. The questions are related to Ecocentric developmental stages and 

Positive psychology elements and are relevant to both concepts. 

The questions are divided in two subsections – ECD stage based and Self-discovery. The questions from the 

Self-discovery section are part of an online Self-discovery process that you can find at - 

https://learningforchange.net/courses/. 

The questions can be used by facilitators (trainers, Youth workers, councellors, guides) in activities provided 

for young people but  can also be used personally for one’s own work. 

More details of how to use the questions you can find at the beginning of the manual in the section 

“Methodology for personal and professional development.” 

 

 

Ecocentric development stage based questions 
Source: Bill Plotkin, “Nature and the human soul” - http://www.natureandthehumansoul.com/newbook/  

Questions for general evaluation of one’s ECD stage  
 Which aspects of earlier stages do you believe you lived fully, not lived, lived partially? 

 What is one quality from an earlier stage that you want to deepen into? How exactly will you do this? 

When will you do it? For how long will you keep it up? 

 Write about your personal role models, your personal heroes, beings you have learned from (human 

and non-human, imaginal and perceptible). What are the qualities they exhibit from the different stages 

(as far as you can tell)? 

 What are your current, primary responsibilities in life? Challenges? 

 What is calling you to a larger story, a greater life? 

 What is missing in your life today? What is fully lived in your life today? 

 

Questions for stage 1 – developing innocence  
 What have you discovered about your relationship with innocence? Is innocence present in your daily 

life? In what way(s)? 

 What is innocence for you, and what is your relationship to innocence? How does innocence live in you 

(or not)?  

 Explore how friends and family members understand and experience innocence in their own lives. What 

does it mean to them? What images does it evoke? How do their responses broaden or sharpen your 

own understanding and experience of innocence? 

 

Questions for stage 2 - developing the explorer within 
 What is your experience of life from this 7-year old perspective? What is important to you as a 7-year 

old? What attracts you? What is fascinating, alluring, interesting? 

 Reflect back on your childhood. 

What was your life like then? What was hard for you? Easy? In what ways were you encouraged or 

blocked in being a healthy Explorer in a wholesome Garden? What is clearly alive in you now from a 

soulcentric Garden? What not? Applying your experience to everyday life: What additional Explorer 

qualities would serve you now in your daily life? In what ways would they serve you? Choose one 

Explorer quality and make a commitment to live it more fully every day for the next two weeks. 

 
 
 
 
 

https://learningforchange.net/courses/
http://www.natureandthehumansoul.com/newbook/


Questions for stage 3 - developing authenticity 
Reflect on your life since puberty, and reflect in your journal about the ways you have succeeded (or not) in 

living in a way that’s authentic and socially successful. Include your ways of living at home, at work, with 

friends, on a date, in wild or semi-wild places, when alone, with your sexuality, in conflict situations, in 

relating to the complementary sex, in romance, with other beloveds (whether human, pet, untamed 

creatures, a higher power, etc.). 

 How/where/when do you choose authenticity over acceptance? What enables you to do this? Do you 

ever over do it? In what way? 

 How/where/when do you choose acceptance over authenticity? Why? What are your fears? If these 

fears were realized, would they destroy you? Do you have the skills and resources to address things 

differently now? 

 How polished are your skills with emotions, conflict resolution, status assigning, romance, sex, and 

communication? 

 Have you adequately studied and understood human-nature reciprocity and ecological responsibility? 

 Are you living your inner fire? In what ways? What enables you to do this? 

 What stands do you take on the big topics and concerns in our society? Do you need to learn more 

about local and world events? Are you afraid to learn more? If so, why? Is your life adequately aligned 

with your positions on the big issues? In what ways? In what ways not? 

 Who are your friends? What roles do you take with them? Are the relationships satisfying? Do they 

stretch and grow you? Or do they keep you in stuck in old, unsatisfying patterns? 

 In which circumstances are you self-confident? Which not? Why? 

 What have your addictions been (then and now)? Why? 

 

Questions for stage 4 - leaving home (leaving behind the old identity) 
Make a list of the times you’ve lost your sense of identity. Some might have been consciously chosen (like 
career change or retirement when you lose your identity within the work world), others may have been 
forced upon you (like aging or loss of mobility resulting in the loss of your identity as an athlete). Each of 
these losses can be a way of leaving the home we had previously built for ourselves. For each loss of 
identity, consider how it changed you, what new resources were developed, and the possibility you have 
unfinished grieving to do (especially if you looked forward to the change and never truly explored what you 
lost). 

Describe or portray your first home of belonging. What did you (not) love about it? How and when did you 
leave it? Which aspects of you have not yet left? How well are you doing today striding into the unknown? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Self discovery questions 
 How is your ordinary day? 

Describe a typical day of your life, from the moment you wake up to the moment you fall asleep. Write 

down what your daily habits, routines, rituals, activities are and how much time you allocate in each one 

of them. If on the weekends you experience different activities, write that down as well. Once you 

finish the task, take a final look at what you have written. Notice any insights you might have had.  

 How would you describe an extra-ordinary, wonderful and innocent world? 

In your notebook, explain how an innocent world would look like. In an extra-ordinary, wonderful world, 

how would the people behave? How would the Earth be? How would you be?  

 How much joy do you have in your life?  

How often do you smile? How often do you laugh? What are the elements that add joy to your life? 

What are the elements that add excitement to your day? Take some time and reflect on them.  

 What do you want to explore further? 

What is the next thing you want to learn about? What are the places you still want to visit? What topics 

would you like to explore? What is still there for you to try? 

 Who are you?  

Really, who are you? What is your authentic self? Take a pencil and answer this question at least 30 

times! Be honest with yourself, patient and open to embrace every aspect of you!  

 What is your relation with your close ones? 

Who are your closest people? What kind of relation do you have with them? How do you treat them and 

how do they treat you? Why?  

 What are your strengths? 

What are the strongest assets of your personality? These may include aspects from your physical, 

emotional, mental or spiritual dimension. Make a list of at least 20 of them! Keep going even if it is 

challenging!  

 What is the change you want to have but haven’t dared to make yet? 

Once upon a time, there was a tiny thought that got into your head! A thought of a change you want to 

pursue. This thought has been growing over time, it became strong and powerful and requests action 

from you! What is this change you want to make but have not dared to make yet? What keeps you 

delaying it?  

 How much do you trust life?  

Do you think that life is malign (harmful to you), benign (helpful to you) or indifferent? What makes you 

think so?  

 How grateful are you? 

Bring to your attention everything you have, everything you can do and everything that you are? How 

thankful are you for these gifts? How do you express your gratitude and how frequently?  

 What is your purpose?  

Why are you here now? What are you here to serve? What is your purpose in life?  

While you answer these questions please keep in mind the 3 following aspects:  

Be gentle to yourself when answering the question! Many people struggle for years to get to this 

answer or even worse neglect its importance for humanity. Working with the purpose requires a special 

soul awakening and it is definitely a long and challenging process! If you are thinking about it, you are 

on the right track! 

There is not always a definitive one-line sentence to answer this question. You may feel the direction of 

your purpose (let’s say working with people) or the key elements it includes (for example nature and 

finance). If you get to this, it is fantastic! 

The purpose in life can change throughout time! Every day you wake up as a different person! Even 

your cells die and regenerate! Time makes you stronger and wiser and it would be inappropriate to 

believe that we will all have the same purpose throughout time! It is normal if we make shifts or get 

deeper into our commitments. 

 What inspires you? 

Who inspires you? What phenomenon inspires you? Why? What does inspiration give to you?  



 What is your reality?  

Describe all the things that form your reality right now- where you live, what you currently work on, 

who surrounds you, etc.  

 What brings happiness and fulfilment to your life? 

Elaborate on your level of happiness. Write down how you enjoy your life. Where do you find fulfilment 

in life? What are the elements that contribute the most to your happiness? Is there anything missing 

that will make you happier or your life more fulfilling?  

 What are your current, primary responsibilities in life?  

Describe the things that you are responsible for. What concerns you and what are you obligated to 

perform? What is included in your “to do list”? How satisfied are you with these?  

 What is your mastery? 

What are the things that make time fly for you and put you  in the flow? Which are your most developed 

competencies that help you immerse completely into the activity? What in your professional activities 

makes you proud? What gives you the biggest sense of achievement? 

 How much do you seek attention from others? 

Describe if and how you seek the attention of others. In what situations does this attention seeking 

appear? Why?  

 How do you speak to yourself? 

Notice how you speak to yourself in different situations. What changes occur depending on the 

situation?  

 How much do you trust yourself?  

Do you feel you can trust your abilities (physical, mental, emotional and spiritual)? How confident are 

you that you can take care of yourself and cover all your needs on time? How confident do you feel 

about taking care of others using your abilities (physical, mental, emotional, spiritual)?  

 How much do you trust others? 

Are you a trustful person? Do you believe that people are true, able and caring? Can you rely on others 

about your food, clothes, work or even life? 

You can find whole self-discovery tool „Pocket book” or enrol for online course „Self-discovery – individual 

reflection and practical process” based on this questions and practices on www.learningforchange.net   
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Based on: Bill Plotkin, “Nature and the human soul”, (New World Library, Novato, California 2008); 

http://www.natureandthehumansoul.com/newbook/default.htm ; https://animas.org/  

In the table you will find: 

 the characteristics of every stage  

 tools and practices for accomplishing the tasks of your current stage 

 how to work on unfinished tasks from previous stages later on in life 

   EAST Stages 1 & 8  Archetype of the direction: The Fool 

   Stage 1:   The Nest - early childhood 

Characteristics of this stage 

Passage into this stage: Birth    

Archetype of the stage: The Innocent  

Gift: Innocence, joy and luminous presence 

Tasks (managed by parents or caregivers): The preservation of innocence and the formation of a healthy, 

intact, culturally viable ego. 

How to accomplish the developmental task for those in this stage 

 By living a soulcentric life. 
 The developmental tasks are your focus.  
 Do not force learning. 
 Set aside technology until school years. 
 NO TV  
 Create a life style which allows you to stay with your children. 
 Grow your children close to nature.  

How to work on this stage task later in life 
 Focusing on the developmental tasks 
 Meditation 
 Contemplative arts for present –centeredness 
 Contemplative prayer 
 Tai chi 
 Yoga 
 Quigong 
 Buddhist vipassana 
 Zen practices. 
 Solitude in nature (full-bodied, multisensory, openhearted time in the wild, in which you offer your 

attention fully to the land, water, sky, animals etc.) 
 Mindfulness in nature 
 Art: sculpting, collage, music, poetry, short stories, dance. 
 Following your intuition 
 Psychotherapy, therapeutic practices (Gestalt: feeling and behaviors here and now) 
 Enter social occasions with no expectations, curious; say whatever comes to your mind 
 Practice innocent presence 
 Review your day to find 1-2 situations when you could have been more innocent, infant-like 
 Spend time with infants, the teachers of innocence 
 Reconnect with the child you were in the past and spend some time as a child 
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   SOUTH Stages 2 & 3  Archetype of the direction: The Orphan 

   Stage 2:    The Garden - middle childhood 

Characteristics of this stage 
Passage: Naming (celebrating the emergence of conscious self-awareness) 
Archetype of the stage: The Explorer     
Gift: Wonder 
Task: Learning the givens of the world and our place in it      
Sub-tasks: 
1. Discovering the enchantment of the natural world. Four realms of nature = 

a. Wild nature (the other-than-human-world) 
b. The human body (including the five senses) 
c. Imagination (especially dreams and spontaneous imaginings) 
d. Emotions 

2. Learning cultural ways: the social practices, values, knowledge, history, mythology, and cosmology of one’s 
family and culture 

How to accomplish the developmental tasks for those in this stage 
 Long walks in nature with parents. 
 Free play in nature forests. 
 See, hear, and touch natural things. 
 Contact with wild animals in their natural habitat (NOT in the ZOO). 
 Making forts, creating small imaginary worlds, hunting, gathering, follow streams exploring the landscape, 

searching for treasures, taking care of animals, gardening, shaping the earth.  
 Study of botany, zoology and ecology. 
 Intellectual activities connected with nature. 
 Support the children use their body, mind, heart, hands. 
 Encourage the dream life of the children, invite children to tell their dreams.  
  

Creating a Shelter from Egocentrism 
 Minimize or eliminate children’s exposure to TV 
 Limit video games and movies watched at home, 

because the child needs to exercise their 
imagination with other children, family, nature, 
books and arts 

 Be selective with the movies, games, music, books, 
stories 

 Have a few nights a week when computers are off, 
and the activities that are made rely on 
imagination, emotion, senses and independent 
critical thinking 

 Limit the time spent in competitive 
activities/sports 

 Avoid gifting your children with commercial toys 
and products 

 

Creating a Soulcentric and Ecocentric Family 
Lifestyle 
 Focus on the developmental tasks 
 Hold regular meetings to discuss important family 

issues. 
 Spend time in nature with your children: learn the 

leaves, seeds, fruits, trees, barks etc. and nature 
museums, gardens, history museums etc. 

 Nature stories told by elders 
 Let your children explore the outdoors with other 

children 
 Develop and active life in nature 
 Volunteer for different causes and work with the 

animals 
 Develop relationships with sacred places and visit 

them with your family 
 Cultivate a true community in which to live in 

How to work on this stage tasks later in life 
 Spend time with a pre-pubertal child in wild places. 
 Become a naturalist, visit nature, learn about the 

nature elements. 
 Talk to a tree, climb a tree. 
 Return to your childhood and behave for a while like 

a child. 
 Surrender your adult agenda. 
 Collect nature objects. 
 Take courses on dreamwork, imagery journeys, art, 

dance, music or creative writing.  
 Play childhood games. 
 Ride a mountain bike. 

Immerse yourself in expressive arts. 
Try Authentic Movement or 5 rhythms. 
Become a gardener with emphasis on wonder and 

play. 
Read a book on Universe Story. 
Gaze at the stars. 
Watch for synchronicities. 
Learn a new language. 
Lose yourself in poetry. 
 Do something new. 
 Go to a children’s museum, or amusement park. 

 

 



   Stage 3:  The Oasis (Social Individuation) - early adolescence 

Characteristics of this stage 

Passage: Puberty (when we begin to experience ourselves primarily as members of a peer group and community 

beyond our membership in family and nature) 

Archetype of the stage: The Thespian  

Gift: Fire 

Task: Creating a secure and authentic social self (one that generates adequate amounts of both social 

acceptance and self-approval)            

Sub-tasks: 

1. Value exploration and learning the skills of social authenticity 

2. Emotional skills: emotional access, insight, action, and illumination 

3. Art of conflict resolution (with both outer and inner conflicts) 

4. Status-assigning skills 

5. Skills with sex and sexual relationships 

6. Sustenance skills 

7. Studying human-nature reciprocity and ecological responsibility 

8. Welcoming home the Loyal Soldier 

How to accomplish the developmental tasks for those in this stage 

 Exploring and finding your passions/talents and 

manifesting them 

 Exploring your emotions and develop emotional 

intelligence 

 Make positive affirmations for others 

 Joining a musical band, theatre group, sports team 

etc 

 Doing street art 

 Making social campaigns, flash mobs 

 Learning primitive skills and survival strategies 

 Visiting a counsellor, psychologist, coach, mentor 

etc 

 Doing common activities with the family 

 Reconnecting with your family 

 Joining a youth club 

 Going to youth camps 

 Doing voluntary work 

 Joining an organization - Scouts, local charity etc 

 Finding a job, initiating a business 

 Learning about sexuality 

 Exploring relationships, having a partner 

 Keeping a personal journal 

 Writing a blog/ making a vlog 

 Initiating and developing a personal project 

 Going in nature: camping, animal tracking, hiking, 

canoeing, fire making, foraging, learning the 

medicinal plants etc 

 Learning professional skills: developing the 8 key 

competences for becoming self-sustainable 

 Mastering a foreign language 

 
 Attending workshops on: 

o Improvisation theatre 

o Multiple intelligences 

o Non-violent communication/Conflict resolution 

o Communication 

o Socio-educational animation 

o Self-discovery 

o Public speaking 

o Storytelling 

o Time management, personal planning, goals 

setting 

o Career guidance and planning 

How to work on this stage tasks later in life 

 Consider where you sit with the tasks of the first two life stages (the Nest and the Garden), especially the 

reclamation of your original innocence and your familiarity and comfort with the enchantments of wild 

nature. Working on these aspects would be a good place to start. 

 Work on the Oasis tasks. 

 Healing the emotional wounds and developing trust and intimacy with the help of therapeutic methods 

which are authenticity oriented, emotion and body based, imagination-valuing, such as depth or existential 

psychotherapy, Gestalt, psychosynthesis, Hakomi, expressive arts, psychodrama, or Internal Family Systems. 

 

 

 

 

 



   WEST Stages 4 & 5  Archetype of the direction: The Visionary 

   Stage 4:   The Cocoon - late adolescence 

Characteristics of this stage 

Passage: Confirmation (of adequate completion of the adolescent personality and hence preparedness for 

the descent to soul) 

Archetype of the stage: The Wanderer  

Gift: Mystery and Darkness 

Task #1: Leaving Home (i.e., relinquishing the adolescent identity) 

A. Honing the skills of physical, psychological, and social self-reliance 

B. Relinquishing attachment to the adolescent personality 

1. Addressing developmental deficits 

from earlier stages 

2. Giving up addictions 

3. Exploration of the Sacred Wound 

4. Learning to choose authenticity over acceptance 

5. Making peace with the past (the Death Lodge) 

6. Learning the art of disidentification through the practice of 

meditation 

Task #2: Exploring the Mysteries of Nature and Psyche 

A. Acquiring and using soulcraft skills (examples: dreamwork, the way of council, self-designed ceremony, 

nature dialogues, deep imagery, trance drumming and dancing, signs and omens, soul poetry, symbolic 

artwork, plant allies, fasting, tracking) 

B. Cultivating a soulful relationship to life 

Practices and disciplines that support Task #2B: 

1. The art of solitude  

2. Discovering nature as mirror 

3. Wandering in nature  

4. Living the questions of soul 

5. Confronting one’s own death 

6. The art of Shadow work 

7. The art of romance 

8. Mindfulness practice 

9. Volunteering  

10. Advanced Loyal Soldier work 

11. Developing the four dimensions of the Self        

12. Praising the world 

13. Developing a personal relationship with spirit 

How to accomplish the developmental tasks for those in this stage  

 Working on the previous developmental tasks 

and activities 

 Making movement/sport a habit 

 Choosing the friends and social groups where 

you can develop your authenticity 

 Learning new professional skills, that are based 

on your authentic gifts, talents, passions 

 Working with a specialist (therapist, mentor, 

guide, counselor) on your personal wounds, 

difficulties from your past 

 Forgiving your care givers and those that gave 

you difficult times in your previous life stages 

 Attending psychological/emotional healing 

activities 

 Reading soulcentric and spiritual books 

 Spending time alone in nature 

 Developing your own spirituality and spiritual 

practices 

 Make your own altar 

 Make a pilgrimage 

 Find a sacred space and visit it regularly 

 Make authentic movement, 5 rhythms. 

 Write in a journal 

 Follow ecstatic dance workshops 

 Do contemporary dance and embodiment 

 Attend soulcentric/ecocentric workshops and 

retreats 

 Visit spiritual temples 

 Engage in sacred conversations with other people 

(deep conversations about topics connect with 

this stage: e.g. meaning in life, what is love and a 

relationship, your longings etc. 

 Get involved in civic actions to protect the Earth 

and society (find your cause) 

 Fasting 

 Praying 

 Working with intentions 

 Include ceremonies and rituals in your regular 

activities 

 The Way of Council 

 Attend rites of passages 

 Solo time in nature 

 Attend a vision quest 

 Attend a sweat lodge 

 



FOR STAGES 5 and 6, THE APPRENTICE AT THE WELLSPRING and THE ARTISAN IN THE WILD ORCHARD 

If you’re in stage 5 or 6 and have no doubt about it, then for the most part you know what you need to do. 

Go for it! (Reading chapters 8 & 9 from “Nature and the Human Soul” (Bill Plotkin) will clarify what we mean 

by “go for it!”) In addition, further engaging the two tasks of stage 4 will result in additional stage 5 and 6 

opportunities. Great benefit can also be experienced by working on the stage 1-3 tasks that are most 

incomplete. This enriches and strengthens what you can bring to stage 5 and later tasks. 

 

FOR STAGE 7, THE MASTER IN THE GROVE OF ELDERS and FOR STAGE 8, THE SAGE IN THE MOUNTIAN 

CAVE 

If you’re in stage 7 and 8, it’s time for you to at least begin the process of giving up doing. 
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